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Live view
Want to answer the door from the 
kitchen table? See and speak with 
visitors with a live stream from your 
doorbell camera.

Smart device control
Turn up the thermostat, unlock the 
front door, or turn off the living room 
lights from dedicated touchscreens 
located throughout your home, 
manually or with automated scenes.

In the know
Receive a notification whenever a door 
or window opens or closes, when glass 
breaks or when motion is detected - 
both inside and out.

Your home, your way
Completely customize the home 
screen for quick, at-a-glance access to 
what’s most important to you.
 

Easy, unified control
No need to learn a new interface. 
System controls from your touchpad 
are the same as the Alula Security App 
making it easy to learn and use.

Lightning fast
Unlike other systems, don’t waste 
valuable time waiting for confirmation 
of your action. Know instantly that your 
light turned on or the door locked with 
our ultrafast, encrypted network.  
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Smart control for your busy life
The 7” Touchscreen is the central hub for keeping tabs on everything that happens 
with your Alula Security System. View live and recorded video and interact with 
visitors at the front door. Turn on or off smart lights and control all your Z-Wave smart 
devices. Be alerted whenever a door opens or closes and continuously monitor for 
things like carbon monoxide leaks and intruders. Trigger automated scenes at the 
press of a button that do multiple things instantaneously like arm the alarm system 
and turn off hallway lights. 

With controls that are the same as your mobile app, you can rest assured that using 
your Touchpad will provide ease and convenience to your hectic schedule.
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Contact your Alula dealer to add 
the award-winning Connect 
Touchpad to your system today.


